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'lllltb design of this study is Classroom Action Research (CAR) which aims at knowing how high thendeflts' participation in speaking class and how real-world tasks can improve their participation inGldng class. lt is found that my students in speaking class have less participation. Deals with the
poblem, I employ target / real-world task to improve the students' participation in my speaking
G. The subject of this study is 32 students of lntermediate Speaking class D. The tasks used are:lbiB conversation with a lecturer, guesting native speaker, singing a song, and watching movie. I

oducted the study for 2 cycles in which each cycle consists of planning, acting, observing, and*cting. The data are observation, questionnaire, video recording and field note. The tindingsh that the students' participation initially is low. After doing the real-world tasks, their
Ftijpation is medium. The tasks are not only foster the students' participation, but also their
r[ivation.

Ilrrcrds:'Reol-world to sks, partici patio n, Speo ki ng class.
,i

-odnctipnEtkipation is important to be promoted in class in order to equip students to be actively involved
h baming. lt allows students the opportunity to receive input from others, to apply their knowledge
.d to develop their speaking ability. ln addition through class participation, teachers can gain atre accurate idea of how well the students understand the material being taught (Maznevski in3!i$' 2006). Unfortunately, our experience shows that p-articipation represents a major pioblem
fu many students. This matter seems ironic to take plaie in class in which the students major
t]guage (i.e. English). Generally, the students are more focused on the language form rather thanft language use. ln fact, this problem also happefrs,in my speaking class. obviously, it is an urgent
tl*g to be solved since without an active participation, being a.ble to speak will be quite impossible.

Speaking is interactive and iequires the ability to co-operate in the management of speaking
rrns. Thornburry (2005) defines speaking is a skill, and as such needs to be developed and practiced

of the grammar curriculum. lt is in line with Harmer (zoo7), speaking means speak
without being aware much in grammar or structure of sentence. lt can be said that

frneone who are still thinking much about grammar in his/her speaking is less capable as speaking
lians an ability to use words and phrases fluently without very much conscious thought. ln short,
bving an ability to speak means being able to express idea spontaneously and naturally in a
odturally manner without being aware much in grammatical rule.

Then, the challenge that is providing appropriate activities and procedures for speaking whichril prepare for spontaneous interaction and which will aid the acquisition process. The activities
dttould encourage participation from all students, require the practice of turn-taking skills,
dtourage longer turns, oblige negotiation of meaning, and give students practice in initiating
qryersations.

Based on the preliminary study, the students of mine in lntermediate speaking class 1D still
bve less participation and less active in speaking class. To illustrate, they do not directly respond
irdruction, they ask or answer questions little, and few students gives comment or opinion. lt is
hlnd that some problems faced by the students, such as: have insufficient vocabularies, lack of
Fonunciation, afraid of making mistake in grammar, and hesitate to participate. lt could be
ibntified from the frequency their participate in initial meeting. To illustrate, when I introduced
rFelf and let them to ask something about me, only few students asked. Here, I focus on the
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students' participation in speaking class since it is believed that participation can imprc
ability. ln this case, I propose real world-tasks to improve students' participation in +d
Real-world tasks are authentic tasks created based on the real-world demand' lt might hrf
to actively participate. Also, these tasks will encounter the learners' difficulty to cope fl
situation when speaking English is needed'

Thisstudyaimsatknowinghowhightheparticipationofthestudentsandhor
tasks can improve their participation in speaking class. Participation means studentJ i

and willingness to actively participate in speaking class activities. The indicators of parti

asking questions to the lecturer or students, answering questions from the lecturer C'

responding instruction, giving opinion/comment voluntarily' While' real-world task arc

related to the real world demand that is tasks by practicing speaking in real situation or

using authentic materials. The indicators of real-world tasks are performing task,

construction/application. The real-world tasks here can be done in the classroom or

without the control of the lecturer.

Task-Based [anguage Teaching

Language researchers today also promote task-based learning. lt is an ove.rall approadt

tearninc that views the "tasks that learners do as central to the learning process' Tb
process is seen as a set of communicativetasks that are directly linked to curricular goab

Nunan (1991: 279) outlines "five characteristics of a task-based approach to

a) An emphasis on learning to communicate through interaction in the target latlE
Ui rtte introduction of authentic texts (teaching materials) into the learning situatir"

.j The provision of opportunities for learners to focus not only on language, brc

learning Process itself .

d)Anenhancementofthelearne/sownpersonalexperiencesas
elements to classroom learning.

e) An attempt to..link classroom language learning with language

classroom.'

There are a ryumber of different interpritations in the literature of what a 'tasY

However, r"ny ,"r""rahers fnake an important distinction between target tasks and

irrtr. f6" former deals with tasks which students need to accomplish beyond the

the later deals with tasks which form the basis of the classroom activity during the instnsl'
tasks could be practiced to some extent in the classroom'

As far as target tasks are concerned, examples of the tasks are: "filling out a forn'

pair of shoes, making an airline reservation, borrowing a library book, taking a driving te{,
ietter...making hotel reservation, writing a check, finding a street destination"'

A definition of pedagogical tasks is given by Nunan (1999:25) who refers b
,,...classroom work that involves learners in comprehending, manipulating, producing c i

in the target language while their attention is focused on mobilizing their grammatical

order to express meaning. Successful completion of pedagogical tasks would enabh

acquire the skills needed to master real-world target tasks. For instance, a target task migh

The learner will listen to a weather forecast and decide whether or not to take t
and sweater to school.

It's related pedagogical tasks might be:

The learner will listen to an aural text about the weather and answer questions

whether given statements are true or false'

. To sum up, real-world tasks are synonymous as target tasks. lt takes place !

classroom that enables students to accomplish activities in the real world in everyday life'

play,andin-betweensuccessfullyusingthetargetlanguage.Tobeabletoaccomplislt

important

activation
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I **, pedagogical tasks are needed, that is classroom activity precedes the target tasks. tt can be

I said that target tasks come after pedagogical tasks. lt offers the students to cope with the functional

| 9,rtPot"t of language, then to be applied in the target tasks. Obviously, the priority is the students

I lrrow the functional purposes and how to use the language. Hence, real-world tasks challenge

! eachers to organize classroom activities around those practical tasks that language will engage in

! 
rtren they are "out there" in the real world.

I *", world-Task

I neat-*ortd tasks are authentic tasks related to the real-world demand in which the students will face

! ir ttreir life. ln so doing, practicing speaking in real situation or using authentic materials is needed.

! Pncticine speaking in real situation can be said as concept of experiential language learning. lt

! hcludes activities that engage both left- and right-brain processing, that contextualize language, that
J htegrate skills, and that point toward authentic, real-world purposes (Brown: 2001, p.238). Morris

I 
Xeeton and Pamela (in Brown: 2001, p.239), proposes term of experiential learning,

I "The learner is directly get in touch with the realities being studied. lt is contrasted with

I learning in which the learner only reads about, hears about, talks about, or writes about these

I realities .but never comes in contact with them as part of the learning process...lt involves

f direct encounter with the phenomenon being studied rather than merely thinking about the

t 
encounter or only considering the possibility of doing something with it.

I This technique tends to be learner-centered by nature. Examples of experiential techniques are

! hands-on projects (such as nature projects), computer activities (especially in small groups), research

I Croleas, cross-cultural experiences (camps, dinner groups, etc), field trips and other "on-site" visits

| (such as to a grocery store), role plays and simulations.

I Some teacher controlled techniques may be considered experiential: ' l

I f. using props, realia, visual, show-and tell sessions.

I Z. playing games (which often involve strategy) and sing,ing.

I 3. utilizing media (television, radio, and movies)

I Those activities address the students to be c'entered-learner and are believed to give

I meaningful experienpe as most activities have been done in their daily. Similarly, the use of

! authentic materials is meaningful and important as well. Authentic material can help the students

I .iHrTat,""jting 
in touch with the target language because the material has been available in their

I 
t1 n"t.i"O to practicing speaking by using authentic materials, Nunan (1999) defines authentic

| _ 
materials as spoken or written language data that has been produced in the course of genuine

! communication, and not specifically written for purposes of language. Gebhard (1996) gives some

I examples of authentic materials EFL-ESL teachers have used, they are:

I "t Authentic Listening: Viewing Materials _- TV commercials, quiz shows, cartoons, news clip,

f comedy shows, movies, and songs.

I U1 nutfrentic Visual Materials: slides, photographs, paintings, children's artwork, stick-figure

I drawings, wordless street signs, silhouettes, and pictures from magazines.

I c) Authentic Printed Materials : newspaper articles, movie advertisements, restaurant menu,

I sports reports, obituary columns, advice columns, and lyrics to songs.

I Ot Realia (Real world objects) Used in EFL/ESL Classrooms: coins and currency, folded paper, wall

I 
clocks, phones, Halloween masks, dolls, and puppets.

I Nunan (1999) stated that it is not realistic to use only authentic materials in the classroom. He

I Ooints that "learners should be fed as'rich as diet of authentic data as possible, because, ultimately,

I
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if they only encounter contrived dialogues and listening texts, their learning tasks would be

difficult".
Clearly, the use of authentic materials is needed since it reinforces the students to hare

relationship between the language classroom and the outside world. lt can be said that at

material as the media to bridge the theory and the practice. Yet, use only authentic materials

wise until the task is also considered to be authentic'

Authentic tasks are an assignment given to students designed to assess their ability to

standard-driven knowledge and skills to real-world challenges. ln other words, a task n
students to perform is considered authentic when, 1) students are asked to construct the-i

responses rather than select from ones presented and; 2) the task replicates challenges faced

real world.
Authentic tasks have several characteristics as the following:

Traditional
Selecting a ResPonse

Contrived
Recall/Recognition
Teacher-structu red

lndirect Evidence

Authentic
Performing a Task

Real-life

Construction/APPlication
Student-structured
Direct Evidence

l

n

Authentic tasks include tasks such as performances, products and constructed-response

that typically require more direct application of knowledge and skills'

ln summary, real-world tasks are tasks that are elicited from the real situation. ln lire

real-world tasks, some of techniques in experiential learning can be considered as real-world

Also, the use of authentic materials and authentic tasks is needed as those are available in tf:
" world. Hence, real-world tasks can be designed by emploiing resources in the surrounding

tasks will equip learneis to cope with the real-world situation that they will probably face at

or in the future.

Participation
participation is a crucial element for learning. lt is a prove fact that students learn better and

more when they are active participants. Learning is an active process and should involve

Participation in class is a valuable teaching method to promote a more active involverreil

learning.
A number of barriers to class participation have been found in review of the literature.

students feel intimidated when they are asked to participate (Fassinger 1995; CELT 1998). Often

lack of self-confidence and fear that they may appear unintelligent to their peers and i

when responding to questions or providing their point of view on a given topic and therefore

is easier to remain quiet (GELT, 1998). Therefore, they usually tend to be quiet. There are a n

of factors affecting class participation, they are: gender instructor, students' gender and agq

cultural background.
Dealing with those barriers, the following is some strategies for improving class

a. Breaking the class into number of small groups'

b. Better questioning strategies.

c. Establishing and clarifying the guidelines

d. Structured discussion

ln summary, students' participation is absolutely important in order to detect atl

whether the students are willing to engage in teaching learning process. Therefore, there

numerous strategies to improve participation in classroom. Those strategies have to be Gil
employed to be fitted with the characteristic of the subject. ln speaking, students' participatir
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*ak up is highly demanded in order to make the class alive. surely they need something to be:rhed about' Therefore, real-world tasks are used in order to 
"n.orr.g" them to participate andruak more in class' lt can be said that these tasks bridges and reflects the tasks they will face insterr life in the future' By having various experiences of iear-world tasks, they are expected to be'cady with the tasks in their actual life.

bearch Method
lhe design of the study is classroom action research. This study was conducted at UMK that isbcated in Gondangmanis, Bae, Kudus' The subjects are 32 students of lntermediate speaking classD' English Education Department of Muria Kudus university Academic year 2ot0/2011. The data thatf l6e are: video recording, questionnaire, observation, and field note. This research conducted in twoqdes in which different tasks were emproyed in each cycre. rn lvcre r, the task is havingqversation with lecturer and guesting native speaker. ln cycre 2, the task is singing a song andntching movie' Either the tasks done inside or outside classroom the participation was observed inrpeaking class.

lhdings And Discussion
tased on the preliminary study, the students' participation in speaking class initially is at low level.After leal-world tasks are implemented, the data analysis rrom queitiJnnaire, field note, classroomobservations'! and video recording show that there is an improvement in students, participation thatB at level medium. The following is result of the observation.

Hicators of participation

Ask question
Answer question
Give opinion/comment

Cycle 1

47%

L9%

34%

Cycle 2

50%
56%
56%

From the data analysis of the questionnaire, it is found that real-world tasks can improve thestudents' participation as these tasks are relevant to their life. The tasks that they do are related todleir actual life' From the table above the participation is improved significantly in cycle 2. Thestudents'paiticipation improved particularly in answering question that is 79% to 56%. lt isunderstandable because in cycle 2, the tasks are singing a song and watching movie. The studentsadmit that they enjoy the task very much. ln addition, they have something to discuss in class.Moreciver, they like the tasks because they are interesting. yet, about 160/o ofthe students are notinterested in the tasks' consequently, these tasks cannot help them to improve their participation inspeaking class.

Conclusion
From the discussion above, I draw a conclusion that real-world tasks are suitable to use in speakingclass since it can motivate the students to speak and participate in each activity provided in class.lnitially, the participation of the students is low. After real-world tasks are implemented, theirparticipation is at the medium level. These tasks are believed to improve the students, participationsince these tasks are interesting, challenging, and relevant to their iit". ir," students find that thesetasks are meaningful and can encourage th"r to participate in class. However, I found someobstacles in deciding the appropriate task to be still considered as real-world task as the studentshave less exposure of English in their daily life. They usually only use English at college, and they willnot use it at home, or in informal setting. Therefore, the task is adjusted"to the real environment andthe students' need.
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